Workshop of Health and Aged Society  
- Organizing IBRA and Planning the 80th Anniversary Conference of the Japan - Cuba Diplomatic Relations
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The Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy International Affairs Department became an independent organization named the International Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy at the 6th IBRC Poland in 2008 as Prof. Mieczyslaw Pokorski, Medical Research Center of Polish Academy of Sciences a chairman. The author was recommended to the president and took office. We showed the pictures of it as the reference.

We hold the 7th International Conference in Cuba at the Central America where medically advanced nation. We hold the workshop of health and aged society relation in celebration of the 80th-anniversary enterprise of the Japanese Cuba diplomatic relations this year.

Moreover, we renamed the NPO social engineering study group for the aged citizen founded in 2006 to the NPO International Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy at this opportunity.

The author asked Dr. Angel Casaco Parada of the Conference Chairperson with a consciousness that we wanted to hold the conference on the island where the author’s yearning pirate of the Caribbean Sea shined with there. While holding preparation progressed, the author knew the spirit of innovation and the significant influence of the countries in Central America of the Cuba medical treatment. To hold a workshop at the Central America Medicine University, which is the base of those, had significant meaning.

The author explains the Takizawa Method rehabilitation by the motivative exercise to the students who are performing medicine studying abroad from Central American countries to Cuba.

It must be a fruitful presentation with substantial contents for the participant from many countries.

Please read the details as shown in reference for the 6th IBRC Poland in 2008.
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Figs as Reference of the 6th IBRC in Poland
We organized the International Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy as the international umbrella organization.